
Homework for week 8 (PDF)

1. Heat pump (K&K 8.1)

a) Show that for a reversible heat pump the
energy required per unit of heat delivered
inside the building is given by the Carnot
efficiency:

W

QH
= ηC = TH − TC

TH
(1)

What happens if the heat pump is not re-
versible?

b) Assume that the electricity consumed by a
reversible heat pump must itself be gener-
ated by a Carnot engine operating between
the even hotter temperature THH and the
cold (outdoors) temperature TC . What is
the ratio QHH

QH
of the heat consumed at THH

(i.e. fuel burned) to the heat delivered at TH

(in the house we want to heat)? Give numer-
ical values for THH = 600K; TH = 300K;
TC = 270K.

c) Draw an energy-entropy flow diagram for
the combination heat engine-heat pump,
similar to Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 8.4 in the
text (or the equivalent but sloppier) figures
in the course notes. However, in this case
we will involve no external work at all, only
energy and entropy flows at three tempera-
tures, since the work done is all generated
from heat.

2. Photon Carnot engine (Modified from K&K
8.3)

In our week on radiation, we saw that the
Helmholtz free energy of a box of radiation at
temperature T is

F = −8πV (kT )4

h3c3
π4

45 (2)

From this we also found the internal energy and

entropy

U = 24π (kT )4
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S = 32πkV
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Given these results, let us consider a Carnot
engine that uses an empty metalic piston (i.e. a
photon gas).

a) Given TH and TC , as well as V1 and V2 (the
two volumes at TH), determine V3 and V4
(the two volumes at TC).

b) What is the heat QH taken up and the work
done by the gas during the first isothermal
expansion? Are they equal to each other, as
for the ideal gas?

c) Does the work done on the two isentropic
stages cancel each other, as for the ideal
gas?

d) Calculate the total work done by the gas
during one cycle. Compare it with the heat
taken up at TH and show that the energy
conversion efficiency is the Carnot efficiency.

3. Light bulb in a refridgerator (K&K 8.7) A
100W light bulb is left burning inside a Carnot
refridgerator that draws 100W. Can the refridger-
ator cool below room temperature?
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